
Curriculum Vitae Attorney Chiara Castellana

The lawyer Chiara Castellana obtained her classical high school diploma in
1988, she graduated in Law in 1994 with full marks and honors, discussing a
thesis in Administrative Law on "The non-application of the administrative act
by the ordinary judge". From 1995 to 1997 he attended the two-year course of
the School of specialization in legal disciplines “S. Alfonso dè Liguori” in
Palermo, specializing in civil, criminal and administrative law. In 1999 she
qualified to practice law at the Court of Appeal of Palermo, in 2000 she
enrolled in the Register of Lawyers, in 2000 she obtained a specialization
diploma in European Law at the Faculty of Law of the University of Palermo
with the vote of 50/50 with honors, he subsequently attended the Annual
Course of "Postgraduate specialization - Master in Comparative and European
Law at the Faculty of Political Sciences of the University of Palermo, from 2000
to today he is a Lawyer specialized in Administrative Law , in 2002 he carried
out teaching activities at CERISDI within the "Three-year training plan for the
Municipality of Palermo", carries out his professional activity, assisting public
and private entities, in the field of civil, labor and administrative law
(procurement, urban planning, waste, public employment), author of
publications in Arpa View Magazine, Periodical of the Regional Agency for
Environmental Protection and Sicily, including "The optimal area authorities
and waste management in Sicily" (2007), "Environmental Hygiene, the tariff
determined by the A.T.O. (2008), "The tariff of the public sewerage and
purification service" (2009), "The State does not have exclusive competence in
matters of environmental protection" (2009), "Reform of the integrated waste
management service: reduced management company” (2010). He has an
excellent knowledge of the English language, maintains institutional
relationships with various public and private entities in the performance of his
professional activity, has acquired good relationship skills, interpersonal
relationship management and work planning, has acquired good technical
skills about using Windows, word, excel, Internet explorer and e-mail.


